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Cranial radiation therapy can induce cognitive decline. Impairments of hippocampal neurogenesis are
thought to be a paramountly important mechanism underlying radiation-induced cognitive dysfunction. In
the mature nervous system, DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are mainly repaired by non-homologous
end-joining (NHEJ) pathways. It has been demonstrated that NHEJ deficiencies are associated with
impaired neurogenesis. In our study, rats were randomly divided into five groups to be irradiated by single
doses of 0 (control), 0 (anesthesia control), 2, 10, and 20 Gy, respectively. The cognitive function of the
irradiated rats was measured by open field, Morris water maze and passive avoidance tests. Real-time PCR
was also used to detect the expression level of DNA DSB repair-related genes involved in the NHEJ
pathway, such as XRCC4, XRCC5 and XRCC6, in the hippocampus. The influence of different radiation
doses on cognitive function in rats was investigated. From the results of the behavior tests, we found that
rats receiving 20 Gy irradiation revealed poorer learning and memory, while no significant loss of learning
and memory existed in rats receiving irradiation from 0–10 Gy. The real-time PCR and Western blot results
showed no significant difference in the expression level of DNA repair-related genes between the 10 and
20 Gy groups, which may help to explain the behavioral results, i.e. DNA damage caused by 0–10 Gy ex-
posure was appropriately repaired, however, damage induced by 20 Gy exceeded the body’s maximum
DSB repair ability. Ionizing radiation-induced cognitive impairments depend on the radiation dose, and
more directly on the body’s own ability to repair DNA DSBs via the NHEJ pathway.
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INTRODUCTION

Radiation therapy (RT) is a very important treatment mo-
dality for cancer patients, but various adjacent normal
tissue toxicities may occur after RT. Ionizing radiation may
cause DNA clustered damaged sites (made up of double-
strand breaks (DSBs) with associated base lesions, or
abasic (AP) sites), and non-DSB clusters (comprised of
base lesions, AP sites and single strand breaks) [1–3].
Without timely and accurate repair, even low-dose ionizing
radiation may induce irreparable DNA damage that can
lead to replicational and transcriptional errors, and thus cell
apoptosis or disordered cell growth, resulting in premature
aging, neurological disease or even cancer [4–6]. The
nervous system is very sensitive to DNA damage, particu-
larly in comparison with other non-replicating cell types; it

is often profoundly affected by DNA repair deficiency, which
can result in neurodegeneration [7]. Unrepaired DNA damage
in the nervous system can be sufficient to cause cognitive
decline [8]. It has been reported that
deficiency in DNA damage repair, in both DNA single-strand
breaks and DNA DSBs, can lead to neurological disease [9].
DSB is the most serious type of DNA damage and the
unique cell-lethal one [10–12]. In the process of nucleotide
excision repair (NER) and base excision DNA repair (BER)
the undamaged strand could be used as a template to repli-
cate. However, in DSB, both strands of DNA break simultan-
eously, which makes the DNA double-strand break repair
(DSBR) more difficult to execute than other types of repair
[13]. It is well known that, the H2AX histone protein is phos-
phorylated after DNA DSBs, and the protein gamma-H2AX
(γ-H2AX) is taken as a marker of DNA DSBs [14]. The
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repair of DSBs in human cells involves two different path-
ways: the homologous recombination repair (HR) and the
non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) pathways [15–16]. In
non-replicating cells, such as those in the mature nervous
system, DNA DSBs are mainly repaired by NHEJ [17–19].
NHEJ deficiencies in mice are associated with impaired
neurogenesis [20–23]. Interestingly, impairments of hippo-
campal neurogenesis are thought to be a paramountly
important mechanism underlying radiation-induced cognitive
decline [24]. This may suggest that NHEJ plays an important
role in radiation-induced cognitive impairments.
NHEJ of DNA DSBs is mediated by two protein com-

plexes comprising XRCC5(Ku80)/XRCC6(Ku70)/DNA-
PKcs/Artemis and XRCC4/LigaseIV/XLF [25]. Cells
deficient in any of the NHEJ core proteins display pro-
nounced hypersensitivity to ionizing radiation and a reduced
ability to rejoin radiation-induced DSBs [26]. XRCC5/
XRCC6 directly mediates incorporation of XRCC4 into end-
joining complexes, and they are the core of the NHEJ reac-
tion. Hence in our present study, the expression level of
several DNA repair-related genes involved in the NHEJ
pathway (XRCC4, XRCC5 and XRCC6) in the irradiated
hippocampus was investigated to illustrate the relationship
between the status of NHEJ and radiation-induced cognitive
dysfunction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
A total of 50 Sprague-Dawley rats (male, one month old)
were obtained from the Experimental Animal Center of
Soochow University, Suzhou, China. The animals were
kept in a temperature- and light-controlled environment
with a 12h/12h light/dark cycle, and provided with food
and water ad libitum. The 50 rats were randomly divided
into five groups to receive irradiation (IR) treatments with a
single dose of 0 (control), 0 (anesthesia control), 2, 10 and
20 Gy, respectively. The Animal Care and Ethics
Committee at the Soochow University, China, approved all
experimental procedures.

Irradiation
The animals were anesthetized with 3.6% chloral hydrate
(360 mg/kg, intraperitoneal injection). Then the whole
brain was irradiated by use of 4-MeV electron beams deliv-
ered by a linear accelerator (Philips SL − 18) at room tem-
perature, as described previously [27]. The rats in the
anesthesia control group received 0 Gy of IR but underwent
the same stress as did the others. The rats in the control
group did not receive any treatment.

Cognitive test
A cognitive test was performed two months after IR. The
sequence of behavioral testing was such that tests were

administered in order of increasing stress level, and they
included open field, Morris water maze and passive avoid-
ance testing. All experiments were performed during
08:00–16:00, and the experimenter was blinded to the treat-
ment given to the rats.

Open field test
The open field used in this experiment consisted of a
perspex box (410 mm × 410 mm × 505 mm), closed with a
sound-proof chamber. The open field was divided into 25
units of 8 cm squares: 4 squares in the corners, 12 squares
in the surrounding portion, 8 squares in the middle and 1
square in the inner portion. The middle and inner area were
called central region. Each session was started by placing
the rat in the central area and rats were allowed to move
freely around the open field and to explore the environment
for 10 min. The path of the animals was recorded by the
automated video-tracking system (Jiliang, Shanghai,
China). The video-tracking program was used to measure
the total distance traveled and the time spent in the central
region of the open field. In order to eliminate any olfactory
cues, the apparatus was cleaned with 10% ethanol after
each individual test.

Morris water maze test
Rats were tested for spatial learning and memory using the
Morris water maze, as described previously [28]. The
Morris water maze consisted of a circular water tank (160
cm diameter, 49.5 cm height) that was partially filled with
water (22 ± 1ºC) of 370 mm depth. The pool was divided
(virtually) into four equal zones, labeled North/South/East/
West. A platform (9 cm diameter) was placed in one of the
four maze zones (the target zone) and submerged 1.5 cm
below the water surface. The platform remained in the
same zone during the entire experiment. The place naviga-
tion test was conducted on the Days 1 to 4, while the
spatial probe test was performed on Day 5.

Place navigation test. The rats were required to find the
platform using only the distal spatial cues available in the
testing room. The cues were maintained constant
throughout the test. There was a ceiling time of 60 s. The
rat had to swim until it climbed onto the platform
submerged underneath the water. After climbing onto the
platform, the animal was permitted to remain there for 10 s
before the commencement of the next trial. The escape
platform was kept in the same position relative to the distal
cues. If the rat failed to reach the escape platform within
the maximally allowed time of 60 s, it was gently placed
on the platform and allowed to remain there for 10s.
The time to reach the platform (‘latency’) was measured.
The same procedure was repeated for four trials per day. The
latency and swim speed were recorded by the automated
video-tracking system (Jiliang, Shanghai, China).
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Spatial probe test. The hidden platform was removed on
Day 5 of the water maze test, and then the rat was placed
into the pool, as in the place navigation test, at a relatively
constant position. The time for crossing the former
platform zone, and the total time for crossing all zones
were recorded for 30 s by the automated video-tracking
system (Jiliang, Shanghai, China).

Passive avoidance test
The passive avoidance test was studied in a one-trial learn-
ing, step-through type of passive avoidance task. The ap-
paratus consisted of two chambers having a steel-rod grid
floor. One of the chambers (515 mm × 260 mm × 445 mm)
was equipped with a lamp, located centrally at a height of
300 mm. The other was a dark chamber of the same size,
connected through an arched door (5 × 5 cm). The appar-
atus was placed in a sound-proof chamber. When the rat
was placed in the light chamber with its back to the door, it
would eventually enter the dark chamber, owing to the
natural preference of rats for a dark environment. When an
inescapable, scrambled footshock (39 V, 50 Hz) was deliv-
ered through the grid floor in the dark chamber, the rat
would escape from the dark chamber. Then the rat was put
back into the home cage until the retention trial.
Twenty-four hours later, the retention trial was carried out.
The rat was again placed in the light chamber, as in the
training trial, and the step-through latency was recorded by
the automated video-tracking system (Jiliang, Shanghai,
China). The upper cut-off time was 300 s. Before com-
mencement of the next test, 10% ethanol was used to clean
the equipment to eliminate odors.

Real-time PCR analysis of DNA repair-related genes
Two months after the treatment, each rat was killed to
obtain the hippocampus. The total RNA was isolated from
the hippocampus of each of the 50 rats using TRI-zol
reagent (Molecular Research Center, Cincinnati, OH,
USA). A 2-μg aliquot of the total RNA from each speci-
men was reverse-transcribed into single-strand cDNA using
oligo primers and Su-perscriptII (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA,
USA). The relative gene expression of XRCC4, XRCC5 and
XRCC6 were determined using β-actin as an internal stand-
ard and the ABI Prism 7000 sequence detection system
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) based on the
SYBR green method. The primer pairs used in the present
study were as follows, for XRCC4, 5′-CTG AGG AGG
ATG GGC TTT ATG AT-3′ (forward) and 5′-CAA GAT
TTG TCT GCA TTC GGT GT-3′ (reverse); for XRCC5,
5′-AAA GAG TTG GGT AGT TGT GGA CGC A-3′
(forward) and 5′-TCC ATA GCG GAA CCC TTG AAT
AG-3′ (reverse); for XRCC6, 5′-AAG AAT GTC TCC
CCT TAT TTT GTG G-3′(forward) and 5′-TCT CGA AAC
TGT CGC TCC TGT ATG T-3′(reverse); and for β-actin,

5′-GTT GAC ATC CGT AAA GAC C-3′(forward) and
5′-TAG GAG CCA GGG CAG TAA TC -3′ (reverse). The
PCR reaction mixture (final volume 20 μl) contained 0.1
µM each primer, 10 µl × SYBR Premix EX Taq premix
reagent (Perfect RealTime, Takara, Dalian, China), and
50 ng cDNA. The cycling conditions consisted of 95°C for
2 min, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 s and 60°C for
1 min. Expression of these genes in individual samples was
normalized against that of β-actin using a modification of
the method described by Lehmann and Kreip [29]. All ana-
lyses were performed in a blinded fashion, with laboratory
personnel unaware of the IR dosage.

Western blot analysis
Western blot assays were performed to detect DSB repair-
related genes and γ-H2AX expression in different IR
cohorts. Of the 50 rat hippocampus tissues which had been
harvested from rats two months after IR, 25 (5 of each
cohort) were homogenized in 800 µl detergent lysis buffer.
The tissue homogenates were then centrifuged at 12 000 g
for 15 min to get the supernatant, and 60 μg of total pro-
teins (the supernatant) were run on SDS-polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and transferred to PVDF
(Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). The membrane was
blocked with 5% milk in TBS with 0.05% Tween-20 for 1
h at room temperature, with constant agitation. The poly-
clonal antibody for XRCC4, XRCC5, XRCC6, γ-H2AX,
and the monoclonal antibody for β-actin, were all pur-
chased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA,
USA). The membranes were incubated overnight at 4°C
with the primary antibody diluted 1:1000, and the proteins
were detected with a Phototope-horseradish peroxidase
Western blot detection kit (Cell Signaling Technology,
Danvers, MA, USA). Optical band density was quantified
(Imager of Alpha Corporation, San Leandro, CA, USA)
and the results obtained for XRCC4, XRCC5, XRCC6 and
γ-H2AX were normalized to that of β-actin.

Statistical analysis
All of the data were expressed in terms of mean ± SD and
analyzed with single-element variance (One-way ANOVA)
by SPSS16.0 software. A value of P < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

RESULTS

General observation
All rats survived after the whole brain exposure. In the 20
Gy group, 3 rats displayed mild local skin reactions, ex-
cluding depilation, hyperemia, and edema at the irradiated
area 10–50 days after IR. However, these conditions were
not severe enough to prevent them from undergoing the be-
havioral tests and subsequent analysis. All rats performed
normal daily activities, including feeding and drinking. No
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paralysis or seizures were observed. Body weight in the 20
Gy group slightly decreased in the first month after IR but
returned to normal quickly. The changes did not reach stat-
istical significance, and there was no difference between the
groups. Histologic examination of the rat brains obtained
two months after IR revealed no gross morphologic
changes such as demyelination, hemorrhage, or neuronal
damage. This indicates that whole brain IR at a single dose
of 2, 10, or 20 Gy couldn’t induce any gross histologic
change.

Cognitive test
The Morris water maze test, including the place navigation
and the spatial probe test, was used to assess the acquisition
and retention of spatial working memory and spatial refer-
ence memory, respectively. During the place navigation
test, all rats significantly improved their performance, using
their spatial working memory successfully. However, in the
group given an IR exposure of 20 Gy, the latency time was

significantly longer than for the other groups
(20 Gy, 31.375 ± 2.085). There was no difference in
latency between the other groups (C, 25.378 ± 1.375; S,
25.146 ± 1.883; 2 Gy, 21.533 ± 1.988; 10 Gy, 24.353 ±
1.800; Fig. 1A).
In the spatial probe test, all groups spent significantly

more time in the target quadrant than in any other quadrant,
but there was no difference between groups in the time
spent in the target quadrant (C, 39.694 ± 2.536; S,
37.909 ± 1.726; 2 Gy, 40.484 ± 2.831; 10 Gy, 35.1403 ±
5.190; 20 Gy, 40.519 ± 2.752.), as shown in Fig. 1B. For
all groups, there was no difference in the swimming speed.
The passive avoidance test was used to evaluate context-

ual learning and memory, and in this task, rats were trained
to form an association between a foot-shock and the dark
chamber. Two months after IR, there was no difference
between the control and all the radiated groups with respect
to latency before entering the dark chamber (Fig. 1C).
The open field test was used to assess locomotor, ex-

ploratory and anxiety-like behavior in rats. In this

Fig. 1. Behavior results of rats two months after exposure to 0–20 Gy irradiation (IR). A. Effects of whole brain IR on rats’ place
navigation in Morris water mazes. Rats exposed to different doses of radiation were subjected to the Morris water maze test. The latency
time was plotted and shown as indicated. B. Effects of whole brain IR on spatial probe in Morris water maze. The target quadrant staying
time was plotted and shown as indicated. C. Effects of whole brain IR on rats’ passive avoidance test. The latency to enter the dark
chamber was plotted and shown as indicated. D. Effects on locomotor activity of rats exposed to different doses of radiation. The y-axis
shows the total distance traveled by rats exposed to different doses of radiation in the open field test. The columns represent the mean
value ± SEM for the five groups of rats.
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experiment, there were no intergroup differences in the time
spent in the central region, or in the total distance traveled,
as shown in Fig. 1D. This suggests that ionizing radiation
has no effect on locomotor activity or anxiety.

Real time PCR analysis of DNA repair-related
genes
The expression of DNA repair-related genes in the rat
hippocampus after different doses of IR were examined by
real-time PCR. The results revealed that expression levels
(normalized against β-actin) of XRCC4 (C, 0.044 ± 0.0066;
S, 0.0622 ± 0.0219; 2 Gy, 0.0555 ± 0.0122; 10 Gy, 0.191 ±
0.0465; 20 Gy, 0.271 ± 0.0473.), XRCC5 (C, 0.007 06 ±
0.001 48; S, 0.008 86 ± 0.0033; 2 Gy, 0.008 54 ± 0.001 97;
10 Gy, 0.018 ± 0.003 55; 20 Gy, 0.03 ± 0.007 06.), XRCC6
(C, 0.0329 ± 0.003 22; S, 0.0442 ± 0.008 99; 2 Gy, 0.0279 ±
0.0106; 10 Gy, 0.102 ± 0.0329; 20 Gy, 0.203 ± 0.054.)
differs significantly between rats receiving 0 to 10 Gy IR
(P = 0.015, 0.025, 0.038, for XRCC4, XRCC5, XRCC6),
respectively. However, there exists no significant difference
in the gene expression of rat hippocampus receiving 10 and
20 Gy IR (P = 0.277, 0.195, 0.139, for XRCC4, XRCC5,
XRCC6, respectively) (Fig. 2).

Western blot analysis of XRCC4, XRCC5, XRCC6
and γ-H2AX
As shown in Fig. 3, 25 hippocampus tissues from rats with
different doses of IR were examined by Western blot. We
found that the trends of protein levels of DNA repair genes
were consistent with the mRNA levels. The levels of
XRCC4, XRCC5, XRCC6 and γ-H2AX protein in the 10
Gy IR group was significantly higher than that in the
control group and the anesthesia control group (P = 0.006
and 0.011, P = 0.021 and 0.046, P = 0.035 and 0.039,
P = 0.001 and 0.026, for XRCC4, XRCC5, XRCC6 and
γ-H2AX respectively). When compared with the 2 Gy IR
group, the levels of XRCC4, XRCC5, XRCC6 and
γ-H2AX protein was still higher in the 10 Gy IR group
(P = 0.029, P = 0.029, P = 0.049, P = 0.001). Similarly, all

of the protein levels of the 20 Gy IR group were higher
than that of the control group, the anesthesia control group
and the 2 Gy IR group (P = 0.024, 0.035 and 0.043,
P = 0.019, 0.048 and 0.032, P = 0.012, 0.015 and 0.023,
P = 0.001, 0.003 and 0.001 for XRCC4, XRCC5, XRCC6,
respectively). There were no significant differences between
the proteins levels of the 10 Gy IR group and the 20 Gy IR
group (P = 0.402, P = 0.530, P = 0.961 for XRCC4,
XRCC5 and XRCC6, respectively) except for γ-H2AX
(P = 0.032) (Fig. 3B).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we investigated the influence of different
doses of ionizing radiation on the nervous system, mainly

Fig. 2. Expression levels of XRCC4, XRCC5 and XRCC6 mRNA in rats’ hippocampus two months after exposure to 0–20 Gy
irradiation. The columns represent the mean value ± SEM for the five groups of rats. There was no difference in gene expression between
the 10 Gy and 20 Gy groups.

Fig. 3. The γ-H2AX, XRCC4, XRCC5 and XRCC6 protein
expression levels in the rats’ hippocampus. A: Protein expression
levels in rat hippocampus tissues. The protein expression levels
were normalized to that of β-actin by calculating the relative
expression levels. Lane 1: control; lane 2: anesthesia control; lanes
3–4: 2 Gy; lanes 5–6: 10 Gy; lanes 7–8: 20 Gy. B: Analysis of
protein levels in 25 rat hippocampus tissues from individuals that
were treated with different doses of irradiation. The columns
represent the mean value ± SEM for the five groups of rats.
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on cognitive function in rats. Using open field, Morris
water maze and passive avoidance tests, we found that
cranial IR of relative low-dose (lower than 10 Gy) radiation
doesn’t affect a rat’s ability to repair DSB and its cognitive
function. However, higher dose radiation (20 Gy) may
induce damages exceeding the rat’s DSB repair ability, and
ultimately harm the nervous system, resulting in poorer
spatial learning and memory. The behavior testing results
were further confirmed by real-time PCR and Western blot
detection, in which we found that the expression level of
several DNA repair-related genes involved in the NHEJ
pathway varies significantly between rats receiving 0 and
10 Gy IR. We found no significant difference in the ex-
pression level between rats receiving 10 and 20 Gy IR,
indicating a limit for the rat’s DNA damage repair ability
over 10 Gy.
The global annual incidence of squamous cell carcinoma

of the head and neck (SCCHN) and primary brain tumor
have been estimated at 800 000 [30]. RT plays an important
role in the curative and palliative treatment of patients with
SCCHN, primary and metastatic brain tumors. The toler-
ance of brain tissues limits the radiation dose than can be
delivered safely during cranial RT, and one of the potential
complications that can arise involves cognitive dysfunction.
The cognitive changes associated with cranial RT are typic-
ally subtle, and occur across various domains of cognition,
including short-term memory and frontal functions—such
as executive functions, attention, and analogical judgment.
These symptoms appear several months to years following
radiation exposure and worsen progressively, and they inev-
itably affect quality of life [31]. However, the underlying
mechanisms for these effects are still elusive. The sensitiv-
ity of tissues to ionizing radiation varies significantly, and
in the past the adult brain was considered to be insensitive
to ionizing radiation. However, recent studies indicate the
hippocampus in the adult brain is sensitive and may play
an important role in radiation-induced cognitive dysfunc-
tion [32]. Consequently, we focused on the hippocampus in
the present study, and the relationship between radiation
and hippocampus damage was investigated. Furthermore,
radiation-induced cognitive dysfunction includes impair-
ments of learning, memory and emotion [33–35].
Accordingly, the irradiated rats’ cognitive function was
measured by Morris water maze, passive avoidance, and
open field tests.
Although the mechanisms for ionizing radiation-induced

cognitive impairments are not yet understood fully, neuro-
genesis of the hippocampus is likely to participate in mor-
bidity. In many experimental studies ionizing radiation has
been regarded as a classical means of inhibiting neurogen-
esis [36–37]. There is much research to show that the
NHEJ core proteins are related to neurogenesis of the
hippocampus [23].

The NHEJ pathway is the major DSB repair pathway in
eukaryotes, and it can make corresponding modification
and random connections in both ends of damaged DNA in
the absence of homologous end sequences [17]. The
process of NHEJ is as follows: firstly, a heterodimer called
KU, formed by Ku80 (encoded by XRCC5) and Ku70
(encoded by XRCC6), recognizes a DSB site and binds to
the DNA ends of the fracture to protect the free DNA sites
from being broken down by nucleic acid enzymes; then,
the DNA-PKcs, XRCC4/LIG4, is recruited to activate
DNA-PK, and finally both ends of the fracture can be dir-
ectly connected to repair the DSB (after a certain degree of
decomposition processing). So, it can be inferred that all
genes involved in this process, including XRCC4, XRCC5,
XRCC6, LIG4 and DNA-PKcs, play very important roles
in the DSB NHEJ repair process, and that defects in these
genes might affect DNA repair, leading to increased
genomic instability and even some diseases. For example, it
has been found that XRCC5 and XRCC6 knockout mice
show severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) and
higher sensitivity to ionizing radiation [38]. Barnes et al.
also reported that XRCC4 and LiG4 knockout mice exhibit
embryonic lethality or growth retardation, developmental
stagnation, nerve cell apoptosis and immune deficiency
[39]. In vivo and in vitro data reveal that XRCC4 directly
interacts with XRCC5/XRCC6, which may be required for
all productive NHEJ complexes [40]. Accordingly,
XRCC4, XRCC5, and XRCC6 are the core of DNA DSB
repair-related genes involved in the NHEJ pathway.
This is, to some extent, in line with our real-time PCR

and Western blot results, i.e. expression of XRCC4,
XRCC5 and XRCC6 in the hippocampus varied signifi-
cantly between rats receiving 0 or 10 Gy of IR. However,
we found no significant difference in XRCC4, XRCC5 and
XRCC6 expression between the 10 Gy and 20 Gy groups.
In addition, as a marker of DNA DSBs, the protein
γ-H2AX showed significantly different expression levels in
the hippocampus of rats receiving 0 and 20 Gy of IR. That
is, as the IR dose increased, the γ-H2AX level went up.
Moreover, it appears that there was a positive correlation
between enhanced XRCC4, XRCC5 and XRCC6 levels
and the γ-H2AX level. But after exceeding 10 Gy, the
XRCC4, XRCC5 and XRCC6 levels can’t be further
enhanced with increase of the γ-H2AX level. There are the
interdependence of NHEJ proteins for accumulation on
DSBs between XRCC5(Ku80)/XRCC6(Ku70) and XRCC4
[40]. Therefore, we conclude that a higher dose of radiation
(e.g. 20 Gy in our experiments) may cause so much or
such severe DNA damage that the rat’s defence mechan-
isms can’t repair it and the nervous system will be affected.
In the present study, two months after IR, the 20 Gy

group showed significant cognitive impairments in the
Morris water maze (Fig. 1A). That is, 20 Gy radiation (the
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higher dose) may have induced damage exceeding the rat’s
ability to repair DSBs, and hence produced cognitive dys-
function. Consistently, our Western blot results also
revealed that the 20 Gy group had a higher level of expres-
sion of γ-H2AX (a marker of DNA DSBs) (Fig. 3). Other
researchers have undertaken similar investigations. Raber
et al. gave 2 month-old mice 10 Gy whole brain radiation
exposure, and 3 months later, in the Morris water maze test
there was no significant difference between the radiation
group and the control group [41]. Another study, using IR
at higher single doses, i.e. 20 Gy, revealed deficits in the
Morris water maze tests [42].
Our results showed that there were no intergroup differ-

ences in the results for the open field test or the passive
avoidance test, indicating that radiation doesn’t impair
anxiety or contextual memory, which is also in accordance
with the results of others. In Madsen’s study, mice irradiated
by 24 Gy whole brain IR didn’t show an abnormal anxiety
level [43]. Clark et al. gave mice 15 Gy IR, and observed
no impairment in contextual memory [44]. The cognitive
tests indicate we have established an effective model to
study radiation-induced cognitive dysfunction in the rat.
To our knowledge, this is the first study on the effects of

the expression level of DNA repair-related genes involved
in the NHEJ pathway on radiation-induced cognitive
impairments. Our study has demonstrated that
radiation-induced cognitive dysfunction in rats is dose-
dependent, and that a single-dose exposure of 20 Gy is suf-
ficient to induce cognitive dysfunction in rats. In addition,
differences in DSB repair-related gene expression levels
suggest that damages induced by 20 Gy IR might exceed
the rat’s repair ability, and lead to irreversible cognitive
impairments.
In summary, ionizing radiation-induced cognitive impair-

ments depend on radiation dose, and more directly on the
limited capacity of the DNA DSB repair system involving
the NHEJ pathway.
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